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NEW GENERAL PERMITS (GPs/GOPs)

• **GP-016A and GOP-002A** - Manufacturing and Materials Handling Equipment (Former SEGAP)
  • Replacing:
    • SEGAP (GP-016 and GOP-002A)
    • Confined Abrasive Blasting Equipment (GP-002)
    • Woodworking Equipment (GP-003)
  • **GP-016A** Availability Date: December 4, 2017
  • **GOP-002A** –
    • Still in Development (online design)
    • Planning to be available by beginning of 2018
NEW GENERAL PERMITS (GPs/GOPs)

- **GP-004B** - Fuel Dispensing Facilities equipped with Phase I (Stage I)
  - Rule change (N.J.A.C.7:27-16.3)
  - **Available Since:** January 16, 2018

- **GP-004A** – Existing Fuel Dispensing Facilities equipped with Phase I and Phase II
  - Paper Application
  - **Available Since:** January 16, 2018
GPs AND GOPs UNDER CONSTRUCTION

- **GP-013A**
  - To revise GP-013 for Non-HAP Dry-cleaning

- **GP-009B and GOP-009**
  - Boiler(s) and/or Heater(s) Each greater than or equal to 10 MMBTU/hr and Less Than 50 MMBTU/hr;

- **GP-015A** – Plating Operations
  - Federal Rule Change (40CFR63 Subpart 6’Ws)
  - Paper Application
GPs AND GOPs UNDER CONSTRUCTION

- **GP-019A** – Temporary Equipment
  - State Rule Change (N.J.A.C.7:27-8)

- **GP-008A and GOP** – Site Remediation Activities
  - To limit the GP for five years
  - Expand the site remediation activity for non-gasoline stations too using same type of control of existing GP-008.
• **GP-007A and GOP-007** – Storage Tank(s) storing VOC(s)
  • To reflect current requirements
  • Limit to one GP-007A per facility
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